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Abstract

Objective: Cognitive reserve has been proposed to explain the discrepancy between clinical symptoms and the effects of aging or
Alzheimer’s pathology. Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) may help elucidate how neural reserve and compensation delay cog-
nitive decline and identify brain regions associated with cognitive reserve. This systematic review evaluated neural correlates of cognitive
reserve via fMRI (resting-state and task-related) studies across the cognitive aging spectrum (i.e., normal cognition, mild cognitive
impairment, and Alzheimer’s disease).
Method: This review examined published articles up to March 2017. There were 13 cross-sectional observational studies that met the
inclusion criteria, including relevance to cognitive reserve, subjects 60 years or older with normal cognition, mild cognitive impairment,
and/or Alzheimer’s disease, at least one quantitative measure of cognitive reserve, and fMRI as the imaging modality. Quality assessment of
included studies was conducted using the Newcastle–Ottawa Scale adapted for cross-sectional studies.
Results: Across the cognitive aging spectrum, medial temporal regions and an anterior or posterior cingulate cortex-seeded default mode
network were associated with neural reserve. Frontal regions and the dorsal attentional network were related to neural compensation.
Compared to neural reserve, neural compensation was more common in mild cognitive impairment and Alzheimer’s disease.
Conclusions: Neural reserve and compensation both support cognitive reserve, with compensation more common in later stages of the cog-
nitive aging spectrum. Longitudinal and intervention studies are needed to investigate changes between neural reserve and compensation dur-
ing the transition between clinical stages, and to explore the causal relationship between cognitive reserve and potential neural substrates.
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Introduction

Current epidemiological literature has documented a nonlinear relationship between clinical symptoms and pathological
severity of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) or aging (Bennett et al., 2006; Bennett, Wilson, Boyle, Buchman, & Schneider, 2012;
Buchman & Bennett, 2012), suggesting that other factors may explain the discrepancy (Stern, 2002). Cognitive reserve (CR)
attempts to bridge such discrepancy and refers to inter-individual differences in preserved factors, such as education (Amieva
et al., 2014; Bennett et al., 2003; Scarmeas, Albert, Manly, & Stern, 2006), premorbid IQ (Rentz et al., 2004; Starr & Lonie,
2008), leisure activities (Akbaraly et al., 2009; Sattler, Toro, Schonknecht, & Schroder, 2012), with some controversy sur-
rounding bilingualism (Abutalebi et al., 2015; Chertkow et al., 2010; Gollan, Salmon, Montoya, & Galasko, 2011) and occu-
pation (Anttila et al., 2002; Pool et al., 2016; Singh-Manoux et al., 2011). Differences in CR underlie individual variability in
tolerating or compensating for the effects of aging or AD pathology and in performing cognitive tasks (Stern, 2002, 2009).
Since most of the CR proxies appear to be modifiable, understanding the mechanisms supporting the impact of CR on aging
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and AD pathology, as well as the clinical manifestations, will provide insight for identifying new therapeutic targets or strate-
gies for delaying cognitive decline seen across the cognitive aging spectrum.

A variety of imaging techniques have investigated the potential neural substrates of CR. One topic review of structural and
functional imaging found that higher CR was related to greater brain structural damage and higher compensatory functional
activity in older adults (Bartres-Faz & Arenaza-Urquijo, 2011). Another recent review of positron emission tomography
(PET) suggested that AD patients with high CR tend to show hypermetabolism in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex but hypometa-
bolism in AD-associated posterior regions (Morbelli & Nobili, 2014). Current literature suggests that differences in neural
recruitment and efficiency may be one of the mechanisms by which CR provides protection against aging or AD pathology
(Barulli & Stern, 2013; Sole-Padulles et al., 2009). Two neural implementations have been proposed to support CR: (1) neu-
ral reserve, in which certain brain regions or networks are resistant to the effect of neurodegeneration or AD pathology; and
(2) neural compensation, in which alternative brain regions or networks not typically used in healthier or younger adults are
recruited in order to compensate for regions that have degenerated or been affected by AD pathology (Stern, 2002). Findings
from previous studies suggest that CR in young adults may be more relevant to neural reserve, while CR in older adults,
including those with AD pathology, may be more relevant to neural compensation (Habeck et al., 2003; Stern et al., 2005,
2012); however, these hypotheses have only been tested discretely. Nonetheless, functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) may be particularly useful for investigating such neural hypotheses. In the context of CR, task-related fMRI has been
used to identify brain regions or networks that link certain responses to cognitive tasks with CR, while resting-state fMRI
(rsfMRI) has been employed to evaluate intrinsic neural activity across or within temporally coherent brain networks linked
to CR (Dennis & Thompson, 2014).

Several systematic reviews on CR have been published: two examined the relationship between education and dementia in
the context of CR (Meng & D’Arcy, 2012; Sharp & Gatz, 2011) while another reviewed different proxies of CR and dementia
(Harrison et al., 2015); however, none of these reviews systematically compared the two potential neural mechanisms under-
lying CR. Using fMRI to investigate the neural correlates of CR along the aging to AD-associated neurodegenerative contin-
uum may help elucidate exactly how neural reserve and compensation delay cognitive decline, as well as determine a
generalized functional network that underlies CR, which may ultimately assist in identifying foci for intervention. Hence, the
present review systematically evaluated fMRI studies (resting-state and task-related fMRI) related to CR across the cognitive
aging spectrum [i.e., normative cognition, mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and AD], focusing on two aims: (1) to examine
the potential neural correlates of CR; and (2) to compare two competitive neural mechanisms—neural reserve versus neural
compensation—underlying CR. According to Stern (2002), neural correlates in healthy young adults would be expected
related to neural reserve, as this population exhibits intact neural capacity in supporting cognitive capacity. Individuals
experiencing age- and/or AD pathophysiology-related cognitive decline would be expected to rely more on neural compensa-
tion, which involves brain regions not commonly used in younger or healthier counterparts.

Methods

Search Strategy

Studies were searched via PubMed, PsycINFO, and Web of Science from January 2000 to March 2017. Potential candidate
studies were identified first using the following search word combinations: CR-relevant (cognitive reserve, neural reserve,
neural compensation, education, intelligence, IQ, or occupation), cognitive aging-relevant (aging, old, elderly, mild cognitive
impairment, dementia, or Alzheimer’s disease), and fMRI-relevant [fMRI, blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD), functional
imaging, functional connectivity, amplitude of low frequency fluctuation/ALFF, regional homogeneity/ReHo, centrality, rest,
or resting]. Reference lists of retrieved studies were also searched manually to find additional potential studies.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

Studies were required to be relevant to CR and assess populations of healthy older adults and/or patients with MCI or AD
who averaged 60 years or older. Additionally, studies were required to include at least one quantitative measure of CR with
fMRI (task-related and/or resting-state) as an imaging modality. Inclusion of a CR proxy was required to differentiate between
studies that investigated how brain activity varies as a function of CR and studies that focused on how activity varies as a
function of AD pathology or cognitive performance. Exclusion criteria included reserve related to brain structure or cellular/
molecular factors, dementia other than Alzheimer’s, exclusive use of non-fMRI imaging techniques, non-English languages,
case studies, reviews, and meta-analyses.
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Data Extraction and Quality Assessment

Abstracts were screened for relevance and candidate studies were reviewed thoroughly for criteria fulfillment. Two authors
(MA and FL) independently reviewed studies which met inclusion criteria to confirm eligibility. Study characteristics (i.e.,
population, sample size, mean age), fMRI paradigm, CR proxy, and main findings were extracted. Data extraction was com-
pleted independently by the two authors, and disagreements regarding extracted data or study inclusion were resolved by dis-
cussion (see Fig. 1 flow diagram). Quality assessment of the included studies was evaluated based on the Newcastle–Ottawa
Scale adapted for cross-sectional studies (Herzog et al., 2013). Study quality was rated as good, fair, or poor based on thresh-
olds described previously (McPheeters et al., 2012). A summary of the quality assessment is shown in Table 1, and study
characteristics of the included studies are shown in Table 2.

Results

Number of Studies

An initial literature search yielded 6,816 records. A total of 2,432 records were screened, from which 175 records were
retrieved for assessment. Many evaluated studies utilized a quantitative measure of CR; however, these were excluded due to
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(n = 2,432)

Records screened
(n = 2,432)

Records excluded after title review
(n = 2,202)

Full-text articles assessed
for eligibility

(n = 175)

Full-text articles excluded,
with reasons

(n = 162)
• Evaluated brain reserve (n = 25)
• Absence of neuroimaging modality

(n = 63)
• Use of non-fMRI neuroimaging
• (n = 39)
• Use of fMRI without CR proxy
• (n = 1)
• Age (n = 7)
• Reviews (n = 27)

Studies included in 
qualitative synthesis

(n = 13)

Fig. 1. Flow chart of the method used to identify eligible studies for qualitative synthesis. (Adapted from the PRISMA Group) (Moher, Liberati, Tetzlaff,
Altman, & Group, 2009).
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an absence of neuroimaging (n = 63) or the use of a non-fMRI imaging modality (n = 39). Further reasons for exclusion are
shown in Fig. 1. In total, 13 cross-sectional observational studies successfully met inclusion criteria.

Study Characteristics

Regarding the sample characteristics, three studies compared healthy older adults and young adults, six included healthy
older adults alone, and four included a comparison of MCI and/or early AD with healthy older adults. Regarding fMRI, seven
studies used task-related fMRI and six studies used rsfMRI. Task-related fMRI paradigms probed working memory (n = 3),
semantic (n = 2), and visual/visuospatial memory (n = 2). In terms of CR proxies, the studies in this review predominantly
used education and/or premorbid IQ. Education was measured in years, and IQ was measured with the North American
Reading Test (NART) or the vocabulary subtest of the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Revised (WAIS-R). One recent
study (Marques et al., 2016) employed residual variance in episodic memory, a latent model of CR that was recently devel-
oped to provide a direct quantitative measure of CR as opposed to measuring a proxy for CR (e.g., education) (Reed et al.,
2010). The included studies predominantly measured one proxy (n = 8) (Arenaza-Urquijo et al., 2013; Bozzali et al., 2015;
Marques et al., 2015, 2016; Springer et al., 2005; Steffener et al., 2011; Stern et al., 2008; Waiter et al., 2008), while two
studies measured two proxies (Bastin et al., 2012; Franzmeier et al., 2017) and three studies obtained a composite CR score
comprising of education-occupation attainment, premorbid IQ, and a questionnaire of leisure activities using factor analysis
(Bartres-Faz et al., 2009; Bosch et al., 2010; Sole-Padulles et al., 2009).

Quality Assessment

The 13 included studies received fair or poor ratings (Table 2). In the selection domain, representativeness of the sample
and ascertainment of exposure were well demonstrated across all studies, except for one study, which did not provide suffi-
cient information to determine the source(s) of its subjects (Bartres-Faz et al., 2009). None of the included studies disclosed

Table 1. Modified Newcastle–Ottawa Quality Assessment Scale for included studies

Reference Design Selection Comparability
based on design
and analysis

Outcome

Representativeness
of the sample

Sample
size

Non-
respondents

Ascertainment
of exposure

Assessment of
the outcome

Statistical
test

Bartres-Faz et al. (2009) Cross-sectional
correlational

++ + ++

Bastin et al. (2012) Cross-sectional
correlational

+ ++ + ++ +

Arenaza-Urquijo et al. (2013) Cross-sectional
correlational

+ ++ + ++

Marques, Soares, Magalhaes,
Santos, and Sousa (2015)

Cross-sectional
correlational

+ ++ + ++ +

Marques et al. (2016) Cross-sectional
correlational

+ ++ + ++ +

Springer, McIntosh, Winocur, and
Grady (2005)

Cross-sectional
case–control

+ ++ ++ ++ +

Stern et al. (2008) Cross-sectional
case–control

+ ++ ++ ++ +

Waiter et al. (2008) Cross-sectional
case–control

+ ++ ++ ++ +

Solé-Padullés et al. (2009) Cross-sectional
case–control

+ ++ ++ ++ +

Bosch et al. (2010) Cross-sectional
case–control

+ ++ ++ ++ +

Steffener, Reuben, Rakitin, and
Stern (2011)

Cross-sectional
case–control

+ ++ ++ ++ +

Bozzali et al. (2015) Cross-sectional
case–control

+ ++ ++ ++ +

Franzmeier et al. (2017) Cross-sectional
case–control

+ ++ ++ ++ +

Note: Each + represents 1 point.
Good quality: 4–5 points in the selection domain, 1–2 points in the comparability domain, and 2–3 points in the outcome domain. Fair quality: 3 points in the selection
domain, 1–2 points in the comparability domain, and 2–3 points in the outcome domain. Poor quality: 1–2 points in the selection domain, or 0 points in the comparabil-
ity domain, or 0–1 point(s) in the outcome domain.
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Table 2. Study characteristics and main findings

Reference Study design Main sample CR proxy Imaging modality/
paradigm

Main findings

Springer et al. (2005) Cross-sectional
case–control

19 healthy older adults, mean age 73.9;
14 young adults, mean age 23.4

Education Classification task
(nonliving vs. living)
and perceptual
judgements (large vs.
small; capital vs.
lowercase)

High CR in older adults correlated with higher
frontal and DMN activity with lower medial
temporal activity. High CR in young adults
was related to lower frontal activity and greater
medial temporal activity

Bartres-Faz et al. (2009) Cross-sectional
correlational

15 healthy older adults, mean age 68.3 Composite score of education-
occupation attainment,
premorbid IQ, and social,
physical, and leisure/
cognitively stimulating
activities

n-back task Higher CR was associated with greater GMV in
frontoparietal regions

Stern et al. (2008) Cross-sectional
case–control

18 healthy older adults, mean age 74.4;
40 young adults, mean age 25.1
(letter task). 21 older adults, mean
age 75.8; 24 young adults, mean age
24 (shape task)

Premorbid IQ Two delayed-item-recall
tasks (letter and shape)

In older adults, higher CR was related to less
expression of a frontotemporal network. In
young adults, higher CR correlated with
greater expression of the frontotemporal
network and less expression of second network
involving bilateral MFG/SFG

Waiter et al. (2008) Cross-sectional
case–control

25 “cognitive sustainers”a; 15
“cognitive decliners,”a mean age 68

Premorbid IQ Inspection time task Older adults with high CR exhibited patterns of
FC and brain activity similar to those seen in
young adults

Solé-Padullés et al. (2009) Cross-sectional
case–control

16 mild AD, mean age 76.5; 12 aMCI,
mean age 74.25; 16 older adults,
mean age 73.31

Composite score of education-
occupation attainment;
premorbid IQ; and social,
physical, and leisure/
cognitively stimulating
activities

Visual encoding task High CR in AD patients was associated with
greater activity in left ACC, left lingual gyrus,
and right cerebellum. Positive correlations
between CR and activity in right STG and left
SPL were stronger in AD compared to
controls. High CR in controls was associated
with less activity in frontal regions and
bilateral cerebellum. No significant correlations
between CR and brain activity for MCI were
observed

Bosch et al. (2010) Cross-sectional
case–control

15 mild AD, mean age 75.27; 15
aMCI, mean age 74.63; 15 healthy
older adults, mean age 72.2

Composite score of education-
occupation attainment;
premorbid IQ; and social,
physical, and leisure/
cognitively stimulating
activities

Speech comprehension
task

In MCI/AD, higher CR was related to greater
activity in areas processing speech and less
activity in DMN regions. These relationships
were inverted in healthy controls

Steffener et al. (2011) Cross-sectional
case–control

15 healthy older adults, mean age 74.5;
37 young adults, mean age 25

Premorbid IQ Delayed-item-recall task Higher CR was related to lower expression of a
frontoparietal network in both age groups,
which reduced expression of a second network
involving right PHG. Less PHG activity was
related to higher task performance in older
adults only

(continued on next page)
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Table 2. (continued)

Reference Study design Main sample CR proxy Imaging modality/
paradigm

Main findings

Bastin et al. (2012) Cross-sectional
correlational

74 healthy older adults, mean age 70.6 Education and vocabulary rsfMRI Higher CR was related to lower metabolism in
DMN and DAN regions

Arenaza-Urquijo et al.
(2013)

Cross-sectional
correlational

39 healthy older adults, mean age
67.14

Education rsfMRI Higher CR was related to stronger FC of ACC
with DMN regions

Bozzali et al. (2015) Cross-sectional
case–control

11 mild AD, mean age 74.6; 18 aMCI,
mean age 68.9; 16 older adults,
mean age 65

Education rsfMRI Higher CR was related to higher FC of PCC; this
association was strongest in AD and weakest
in controls

Marques et al. (2015) Cross-sectional
correlational

97 healthy older adults, mean age
64.94

Education rsfMRI Higher CR was related to stronger FC in a large
and distributed network, as well as weaker FC
in a focal network

Marques et al. (2016) Cross-sectional
correlational

100 healthy older adults, mean age
64.8

Residual variance in episodic
memory

rsfMRI Higher CR correlated with greater local
efficiency and clustering in cuneus and
occipital regions, as well as the strength and
betweeness centrality of right ITG

Franzmeier et al. (2017) Cross-sectional
case–control

76 aMCI (ADNI), mean age; 93 aMCI
(ISD); 36 healthy controls, mean age
75

Education and premorbid IQ rsfMRI Amnestic MCI patients with high CR exhibited
higher memory performance despite lower
anti-correlation between the anterior DMN and
DAN

Note: ADNI = Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initative; ISD = Institute for Stroke and Dementia; DMN = default mode network; DAN = dorsal attention network; FC = functional connectivity;
GMV = gray matter volume; ACC = anterior cingulate cortex; PCC = posterior cingulate cortex; ITG = inferior temporal gyrus; MFG = medial frontal gyrus; SFG = superior frontal gyrus; STG =
superior temporal gyrus; SPL = superior parietal lobule; PHG = parahippocampal gyrus.
aCognitive sustainers and decliners based on premorbid IQ measured at age 11 and 70.
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response rate or conducted power analysis for sample size estimation. Regarding comparability, controlling for CR was con-
sidered the most important factor, followed by cognition. All of the studies controlled for CR, while eight out of the 13 stud-
ies controlled for both CR and cognition. In the outcome domain, all thirteen studies performed well in assessment of the
neural outcomes. The majority of the studies also showed performed well in statistical tests, except for two studies, which did
not provide sufficient detail (Arenaza-Urquijo et al., 2013; Bartres-Faz et al., 2009). Overall, 11 out of 13 studies received a
“fair” quality rating, while two studies received a “poor” quality rating.

Aim 1: Neural correlates of CR
In this section we examined the potential neural correlates of CR. Findings are grouped by brain region or neural

networks.

Frontal Regions

Six task-related fMRI studies reported CR in relation to frontal regions (Bartres-Faz et al., 2009; Bosch et al., 2010;
Sole-Padulles et al., 2009; Springer et al., 2005; Steffener et al., 2011; Waiter et al., 2008). Springer and colleagues (2005)
found that higher CR was related to increased bilateral frontal activity in older adults compared to decreased frontal activity
in young adults during a semantic memory task. However, a later study reported that, while healthy older adults exhibited
increased activity of frontal regions [left inferior frontal gyrus (IFG)/insula, left medial frontal gyrus (MFG) into precentral
gyrus, and bilateral MFG/superior frontal gyrus (SFG)] compared to young adults, higher CR was related to lower activity in
these regions in both groups during a working memory task (Steffener et al., 2011). Another study examining healthy older
adults found that high-CR individuals exhibited greater activity in right anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) than low-CR indivi-
duals during an inspection time task (Waiter et al., 2008). Bartrés-Faz and colleagues (2009) found that higher CR correlated
with less activity of right IFG/precentral gyrus in healthy older adults during a working memory task, albeit this relationship
became nonsignificant after controlling for gray matter volume (GMV).

Regarding MCI and AD, a study found that higher CR correlated with higher activity in MFG/SFG and a region surround-
ing left IFG/precentral gyrus in amnestic MCI (aMCI) patients compared to healthy controls during a speech comprehension
task; AD patients exhibited an even stronger positive correlation between CR and left IFG/precentral gyrus activity.
Additionally, greater activity of left IFG/precentral gyrus in aMCI and less activity of right ACC in aMCI/AD correlated with
higher comprehension scores (Bosch et al., 2010). Another study found that aMCI/AD patients with high CR exhibited greater
frontal activity (left precentral gyrus, right MFG, and left ACC) compared to healthy controls during a visual encoding task;
this effect was predominantly seen in the AD group (Sole-Padulles et al., 2009).

Temporal or Other Regions

Three task-related fMRI studies (Sole-Padulles et al., 2009; Springer et al., 2005; Steffener et al., 2011) and one rsfMRI
study (Marques et al., 2016) reported CR in relation to temporal or other regions. A study found that high CR was related to
lower activity in left inferior/medial temporal regions [inferior temporal gyrus (ITG), parahippocampal gyrus (PHG), and fusi-
form gyrus (FG)] in healthy older adults, but higher activity in medial temporal lobe (MTL) regions [PHG, right FG, right
medial temporal gyrus (MTG), and left superior temporal gyrus (STG)] in young adults during a semantic memory task
(Springer et al., 2005). Solé-Padullés and colleagues (2009) reported that high CR in healthy older adults was associated with
less activity in right MTG, right claustrum, left thalamus, and cerebellum during a visual encoding task. Additionally, an
rsfMRI study found that high CR was related to the strength and betweeness centrality of ITG in healthy older adults, as well
as greater local efficiency and clustering in bilateral cuneus and occipital regions (Marques et al., 2016).

Regarding MCI/AD, Solé-Padullés and colleagues (2009) found that higher CR was associated with greater activity of
right lingual gyrus in the AD group during a visual encoding task. Positive correlations between a composite CR score and
activity in right STG and left SPL were stronger in AD compared to controls.

Neural Networks

Three task-related fMRI studies (Bosch et al., 2010; Steffener et al., 2011; Stern et al., 2008) and five rsfMRI studies
(Arenaza-Urquijo et al., 2013; Bastin et al., 2012; Bozzali et al., 2015; Franzmeier et al., 2017; Marques et al., 2015) exam-
ined CR in relation to neural networks. Stern and colleagues (2008) identified two CR-related functional networks in young
and older adults during verbal and object working memory tasks. For the first network (left MFG, bilateral IFG/precentral
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gyrus, and right frontal subgyral), young adults showed greater deactivation with increasing CR during the object task,
whereas older adults showed less deactivation. For the second network (bilateral MFG/SFG), young adults exhibited stronger
deactivation with higher CR in both tasks; however, older adults’ recruitment of the network did not reach significance. In
another fMRI study, high CR in both young and older adults was associated with less activity of a neural network involving
temporal and limbic regions (left HPC, left insula, right MTG/STG, right cingulate, and cerebellum) during a working mem-
ory task. Reduced activity of this network was related to lower recruitment of a second network (right PHG), which in turn,
improved task performance only in older adults (Steffener et al., 2011). One rsfMRI study found that higher CR was corre-
lated with stronger functional connectivity of the default mode network (DMN) [ACC with right HPC, right posterior cingu-
late cortex (PCC), left inferior frontal lobe (IFL), and left angular gyrus] in healthy older adults (Arenaza-Urquijo et al.,
2013). Another rsfMRI study found that higher CR was related to stronger functional connectivity in a large and distributed
network [key nodes in left lingual gyrus; SFG; cuneus; right precentral gyrus; and middle right temporal pole] in healthy older
adults, while related to weaker functional connectivity in a focal network (key nodes in vermis 1 and 12 of the cerebellum)
(Marques et al., 2015). Additionally, an rsfMRI/PET study found that high CR in healthy older adults was significantly related
to lower resting-state metabolism in regions of the DMN (right posterior temporoparietal cortex) and dorsal attention network
(DAN; left anterior intraparietal sulcus) (Bastin et al., 2012).

For MCI/AD, Bosch and colleagues (2010) found that higher CR correlated with less activity in DMN regions during a
speech comprehension task, specifically right ACC and left PCC/PCu in MCI compared to controls; high CR was related to
even less PCC/PCu activity in AD compared to controls. Both patient groups also showed a negative correlation between
right ACC activity and language comprehension scores. An rsfMRI study investigated within-network functional connectivity
of the DMN and found that PCC connectivity showed a positive correlation with CR, which was most pronounced in AD pa-
tients, less so in MCI, and weakest in controls (Bozzali et al., 2015). Another recent rsfMRI study reported that the anterior
DMN–DAN anti-correlation was not significantly different between aMCI patients and controls; however, a reduced anti-
correlation was associated with lower memory performance for low-CR but not high-CR patients (Franzmeier et al., 2017).

Aim 2: Comparison of neural reserve versus neural compensation underlying CR
In this section we further examined whether the neural correlates revealed from Aim 1 were attributed to neural reserve or

neural compensation in supporting CR.
Out of the six studies that reported a relationship between CR and frontal activity, four task-related studies supported a positive

correlation between CR and higher frontal activity in healthy older adults compared to young adults (Bartres-Faz et al., 2009;
Springer et al., 2005; Steffener et al., 2011; Waiter et al., 2008); however, the results from one study were nonsignificant after
controlling for GMV (Bartres-Faz et al., 2009). Two task-related studies supported a positive correlation between CR and frontal
activity in MCI/AD compared to controls (Bosch et al., 2010; Sole-Padulles et al., 2009). Taking into account the “fair” quality
rating of five of the studies (Bosch et al., 2010; Sole-Padulles et al., 2009; Springer et al., 2005; Steffener et al., 2011; Waiter
et al., 2008) and the “poor” quality rating of one study (Bartres-Faz et al., 2009), these findings may suggest that expression of
more active frontal regions is a potential component of functional networks underlying neural compensation in cognitive aging.

Out of the five studies that reported a relationship between CR and areas other than the frontal lobe, four task-related stud-
ies supported a negative correlation between CR and temporal regions, including MTG/STG, HPC, and PHG, in healthy older
adults, which was inverted in young adults (Sole-Padulles et al., 2009; Springer et al., 2005; Steffener et al., 2011; Stern
et al., 2008), and one rsfMRI study supported a positive relationship between CR and network properties of ITG, cuneus, and
occipital regions in healthy older adults (Marques et al., 2016). All five studies received a “fair” quality rating. Thus, MTL
regions may reflect the capacity of neural reserve, as these areas are some of the first to degenerate in aging; nonetheless, it
should be noted that contributions of the MTL to CR may still be inconclusive. Additionally, one of the task-related studies
examining MCI/AD supported a positive correlation between CR and superior temporoparietal regions in AD compared to
controls, suggesting that these regions underwent functional reorganization and may represent loci of neural compensation
(Sole-Padulles et al., 2009).

Out of the two task-related studies that found a relationship between CR and neural networks, one study supported a nega-
tive relationship between CR and DMN activity in healthy older adults (Steffener et al., 2011), while the other study sup-
ported the same correlation in MCI/AD (Bosch et al., 2010). Out of the five rsfMRI studies that found a relationship between
CR and default neural networks, two studies reported that higher CR correlated with stronger functional connectivity of dis-
tributed networks, including the DMN, in healthy older adults (Arenaza-Urquijo et al., 2013; Marques et al., 2015), while one
study reported stronger within-network connectivity in PCC for MCI/AD but not controls (Bozzali et al., 2015). Findings
from this latter study indicated that AD patients exhibit the strongest functional connectivity within DMN regions (Bozzali
et al., 2015). An rsfMRI/FDG-PET study found a negative correlation between CR and resting-state metabolism in DMN and
DAN regions (Bastin et al., 2012), while a recent study suggested that a reduced anterior DMN–DAN anti-correlation in
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aMCI has less of a negative affect on memory performance in high-CR compared to low-CR patients (Franzmeier et al.,
2017). Given that six studies received a “fair” quality rating (Bastin et al., 2012; Bosch et al., 2010; Bozzali et al., 2015;
Franzmeier et al., 2017; Marques et al., 2015; Steffener et al., 2011), and one study received a “poor” quality rating (Arenaza-
Urquijo et al., 2013), the findings implicate the DMN in neural reserve; however, specific regions within the DMN, such as
PCC, may functionally reorganize in patients and contribute to neural compensation.

Discussion

Regions related to neural reserve were areas actively linked to high CR in young adults, such as MTL regions (e.g., PCC,
PHG, FG, MTG, STG, and HPC). Regions related to neural compensation were areas associated with high CR in the cogni-
tive aging spectrum when compared to younger or healthier counterparts, such as frontal regions (e.g., MFG, SFG, IFG, pre-
central gyrus) or frontal lobe-associated networks (e.g., DAN). Consequently, among cognitively normal older adults with
high CR, we often observe lower MTL activity (due to lower neural reserve) with higher frontal activity (due to higher neural
compensation) (Springer et al., 2005; Steffener, Brickman, Rakitin, Gazes, & Stern, 2009; Steffener et al., 2011). Notably,
significant MTL expression was not identified in studies examining MCI/AD; however, higher CR was related to even higher
frontal activity in MCI/AD patients compared to their cognitively normal counterparts (Bartres-Faz et al., 2009; Bosch et al.,
2010; Sole-Padulles et al., 2009). Summarizing these findings, a decline in the ratio between MTL versus frontal region activ-
ity in supporting CR seems to reflect the progress of cognitive decline and neurodegeneration.

Findings from this review indicate that the DMN underlies neural reserve in the context of CR. However, due to its
involvement via multiple anterior and posterior regions during passive, self-referential states or while monitoring the external
environment (Buckner, Andrews-Hanna, & Schacter, 2008; Simic, Babic, Borovecki, & Hof, 2014), the relationship of the
DMN with CR warrants more investigation. The PCC and ACC are considered integral hubs of the DMN and have extensive
connections within themselves, as well as with other DMN regions. Previous studies have reported disconnections from PCC
to cortical and subcortical regions, particularly the HPC (Dunn et al., 2014; Teipel & Grothe, 2016) and PHG (Cha et al.,
2013; Liu et al., 2016), which may precede gray matter atrophy within the PCC (Gili et al., 2011). Furthermore, findings from
this review suggest that higher CR correlates with stronger functional connectivity of the ACC with other DMN regions,
including the PCC, in healthy older adults (Arenaza-Urquijo et al., 2013). Converging these separate lines of evidence, a link
between CR and an ACC- or PCC-centered DMN across cognitive aging spectrum may reflect neural reserve in this network.

Several factors may contribute to differences in neural reserve and compensation across the aging spectrum. First, clinical
status likely plays a large role in these differences; older adults show evidence of compensation when compared to young
adults but not when compared to MCI/AD. MCI tends to exhibit a level of compensation between AD and controls; however,
the extent to which MCI exhibits intermediate differences may partially stem from the pathophysiologic heterogeneity of the
group (Edmonds et al., 2016; Nettiksimmons, DeCarli, Landau, & Beckett, 2014). Second, while findings in this review were
predominantly independent of GM atrophy, results from one study became nonsignificant after controlling for GMV, suggest-
ing that brain indices affected by both age-related cognitive decline and AD pathology may account for some differences in
CR. Third, the relationship of CR with frontal and MTL activity was mixed across studies across diverse cognitive tasks (e.g.,
working memory, episodic or semantic memory, and visuospatial memory) (Bosch et al., 2010; Sole-Padulles et al., 2009),
suggesting that different brain regions may show a relationship with CR, depending on the task paradigm. Lastly, the size of
networks involved in supporting CR appears to play a role in neural reserve versus compensation. Large-scale networks, such
as the DMN that includes anterior and posterior regions, may contribute to neural reserve (Arenaza-Urquijo et al., 2013); how-
ever, individual regions within the network may reorganize to compensate for AD-related neurodegeneration (Bozzali et al.,
2015). Noticeably, studies outside the CR context have also reported distributed networks in healthy older adults (Marques
et al., 2016; Springer et al., 2005) while high local/regional intensity in MCI/AD (Daianu et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2012).
Future studies will need to clarify the relationship between aging/neurodegeneration, size of networks, and CR.

Findings from this review should be interpreted cautiously given the following limitations. First, due to the limited avail-
able literature related to both fMRI and CR, we were only able to identify cross-sectional studies that met the inclusion criteria
of the present review. The included studies received a fair or poor quality rating, which underlines how the inherent design of
cross-sectional studies restricts findings from supporting causal conclusions. While we attempted to initiate a mechanistic
understanding of the neural correlates of CR, the causal relationship between neural function and CR has to be identified from
stronger sources of evidence, such as randomized controlled trials. Second, we excluded studies published in languages other
than English and studies published before 2000, which would affect the comprehensiveness of the findings. Third, our review
did not include a meta-analysis given the heterogeneity of population and CR proxies; with the accumulation of studies rele-
vant to neuroimaging and CR, conducting a meta-analysis to quantitatively validate our findings is needed.
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Although cross-sectional findings have broadened the current understanding of how CR is operationalized, they merely
provide a snapshot of CR in different population groups, thereby potentially biasing how results are interpreted. Previous lon-
gitudinal studies have observed an increase in the engagement of mental and physical leisure activities in older adults (Barnes
et al., 2013; Cheng et al., 2014), while our recent randomized controlled trial involving computerized vision-based speed of
processing training improved the efficiency of the DMN among older adults with MCI (Lin et al., 2016). Therefore, as the
next step, longitudinal studies can provide insight into changes between neural reserve and compensation as older adults trans-
ition between clinical stages. Ideally, these studies would clarify whether a shift from neural reserve to compensation occurs
or whether there is parallel processing of both. Intervention studies that modify neural correlates of CR or modify CR later in
life will help determine the exact causal relationship between CR and relevant neural correlates.

Conclusions

Cross-sectional studies have revealed potential neural correlates of CR across the aging spectrum. Medial temporal regions
and an anterior or posterior cingulate-seeded default mode network were associated with neural reserve, while frontal regions
and the dorsal attentional network were associated with neural compensation. However, these findings are derived solely from
cross-sectional studies, underling the need for longitudinal neuroimaging studies of CR or intervention studies to clarify the
causal relationships between CR and its neural correlates, as well as how neural reserve and compensation evolve as older
adults transition between clinical stages.
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